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Policymakers around the world are increasingly concerned about the security of information and communications technology (ICT) supply chains. As governments rely more on ICT to conduct services, they worry about the proliferation of counterfeit products and malicious code, as well as the growing number of cyberattacks on these ICT systems. Within this context, governments are demanding that vendors improve the security of ICT products sold to the government, with a particular focus on vendors’ supply chains.

Some recent policy proposals, however, threaten to do more harm than good. When developing supply-chain risk management policies, policymakers should ensure they address clearly identified gaps, build on existing best practices, promote solid risk management practices, work globally, improve the government’s own ICT procurement practices, and facilitate more actionable cyber-threat information sharing with affected vendors. In addition, U.S. trade negotiators should discourage discriminatory, country-of-origin-focused prohibitions emerging from China and India. Failing to do so will harm the competitiveness of U.S. ICT firms.

**BACKGROUND: GOVERNMENT SUPPLY-CHAIN POLICIES ARE MULTIPLYING**

Governments increasingly rely on commercial off-the-shelf technologies to run sensitive government functions and hold citizen data. At the same time, ICT is becoming more complex and often more vulnerable to a growing number of cybersecurity threats. Governments are worried about the risks of procuring counterfeit ICT products or products containing malware, and are finding they have less visibility into companies’ complex ICT supply chains.

Within this context, U.S. policymakers have proposed or enacted policies on vendors’ supply-chain cybersecurity. There have been dozens of related bills and provisions in legislation, including in successive National Defense Authorization Acts, continuing resolutions, and omnibus appropriations bills. The Department of Defense (DOD), Department of Homeland Security, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Office of Management and Budget, and General Services Administration (GSA) all have worked on supply-chain cybersecurity. Even the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has gotten into the game, issuing a notice of proposed rulemaking regarding “the development of standards for supply-chain management security controls to protect the bulk electric system from security vulnerabilities and malware threats.”

The proposals and activities take different tacks. Some focus on partnering with industry, take global approaches, and acknowledge that risks and threats cannot be completely eliminated—only managed. Unfortunately, there is also a plethora of worrisome approaches—proposals that ignore the global nature of today’s ICT supply chains, where hundreds of suppliers based in multiple countries provide the hardware and software that compose a finished product.

Examples include requirements that ICT vendors use certain product development technologies. In 2013, a DOD bidding process proposed requiring its software vendors to use a particular vulnerability-detection technology. Other regulations exclude or scrutinize vendors based on where or by whom a product is made. Certain U.S. laws, such as a section of the January 2014 appropriations bill, single out countries by requiring government purchasers to conduct added scrutiny of ICTs produced by companies “owned, directed, or subsidized” by China. Other policies give intelligence agencies and DOD the power to exclude vendors from procurements without notice due to “national security concerns” and also prevents them from informing the vendors about suspected supply-chain risks.
While most policy activity is in the United States, it is not acting alone. India’s “preferential market access” policies, launched in 2013, direct government agencies to give procurement preferences to ICT vendors relying on Indian-made content. Some Indian officials admit they aim to force companies to put supply chains in India, stating that products made there are more secure. In September 2014, China released plans requiring its banks (which are state owned) to ensure that 75 percent of their ICT products are “secure and controllable” by 2019, to reduce their reliance on foreign ICT equipment.

SECURITY AND TRADE CHALLENGES

Whereas the ostensible policy objective—improving cybersecurity—is legitimate, legislating solutions can often do more harm than good.

First, some approaches decrease security. Policies mandating certain technologies, standards, or practices cannot keep up with threats that evolve constantly and affect each firm uniquely. A check-the-box compliance regime will likely deter firms from responding to risks for fear of violating a regulation, and divert resources from where security is needed and from developing responses to new risks. Mandated practices or technologies also benefit adversaries who, knowing the defenses employed, can circumvent them. Finally, if the government cannot inform vendors about identified supply-chain risks, vendors will not know about or be able to mitigate them. Keeping vendors in the dark on known risks can implicate security for all their customers.

Country-of-origin requirements also hurt security. The integrity of software development processes and procedures to detect the introduction of counterfeit products and malware into supply chains has a larger effect on product security than the location of a facility. In fact, a 2012 General Accountability Office study found that tracking an ICT product’s country of origin provides “minimal security value relative to cost.”

Second, many policy proposals duplicate or undermine existing risk management processes in government and industry. Within the U.S. government, NIST and other agencies collaborate with the public and private sector to research, develop, and share supply-chain risk management tools and practices. Many firms develop and employ secure product development practices and stringent supply-chain controls to improve their competitiveness. Global efforts to develop voluntary supply-chain risk management standards and best practices are found in various forums, such as the International Organization for Standardization and International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC). Many congressional proposals also fail to leverage these activities.

Policies mandating specific supply-chain practices to satisfy the U.S. government hurt the global competitiveness of U.S. firms. This competitiveness stems largely from developing leading-edge, affordable products—made possible by using complex, geographically dispersed supply chains. Globalized supply chains improve access to talent and high-quality, low-cost inputs and allow for resiliency, proximity to suppliers, and economies of scale. Diverting resources to meet U.S. government–specific requirements negates these benefits because companies must build tailored products in addition to global product lines. Given that many ICT companies, including U.S. ones, sell a significant number of their products to non-U.S. consumers, this raises costs, draining resources from research and development. Although the U.S. government is not a major market for all ICT companies, it is for some, and its ICT procurement policies have trickle-down effects on the entire tech industry.

Country-of-origin requirements invite copycat provisions or retaliation, raising market barriers for all firms. They also compound challenges U.S. firms face in foreign markets since former
National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden revealed some firms’ complicity, *often unwilling*, in U.S. intelligence efforts. Although the author of the 2014 appropriations bill language that mandates additional scrutiny of ICT products connected to China admitted his target was Chinese vendors such as Huawei, U.S. companies have struggled in selling their wares to the U.S. government since nearly all ICT has a “connection” to China. In addition, the provision has emboldened other governments to create their own national supply-chain requirements. The Chinese government has pointed to the 2014 appropriations bill to justify its own discriminatory policies, such as the “secure and controllable” banking regulations; India used it as an excuse for its market access policies.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

The U.S. government should support the development and voluntary adoption of industry-driven standards instead of setting unique requirements. Better approaches are found in NIST, which has a long history of partnering with industry and playing a convening role on cybersecurity issues, as exemplified by its development of standards and guidelines for the protection of federal ICT systems and the agency’s success developing the Cybersecurity Framework, a voluntary risk management tool embraced by many economic sectors. The Software and Supply Chain Assurance Forum, cosponsored by DOD and others, is another public-private partnership effort. In addition to leveraging industry activities, government policies should avoid duplication and be globally workable.

The government should also improve its own ICT procurement practices. This includes ensuring effective implementation of GSA's and DOD's February 2013 mandate to improve cybersecurity in federal acquisition planning and contracts. A recommendation from their November 2013 report is critical: federal purchasers and contractors should procure equipment directly from authorized sellers or resellers. There have been cases of government agencies buying ICT outside of authorized channels, such as via auction websites, only to acquire counterfeit or tainted products.

In addition, U.S. policymakers should help the private sector protect itself against threats by facilitating more actionable cyber-threat information sharing, including informing vendors when intelligence agencies find vulnerabilities in supply chains or products. Affected vendors need specific, targeted threats and technical indicators so they can take appropriate measures to protect and defend their supply chains. Policymakers should ensure effective implementation of Section 4 of Executive Order (EO) 13636 as well as EO 13691. Congress should pass cyber-threat information-sharing legislation to address liability concerns impeding greater information flows. The privacy concerns raised by some opponents can easily be mitigated through appropriate legislative language limiting sharing to threat indicators used for cybersecurity purposes.

Finally, U.S. government cybersecurity experts and trade negotiators should continue to discourage China, India, and other governments from enacting discriminatory supply-chain security policies lest a race to the bottom of country-specific policies ensue—a dangerous outcome that threatens the cybersecurity of ICTs and trade globally. The policy approaches recommended above will bolster the efficacy of any U.S. argument in this regard, underscoring yet another reason why the United States needs to get its supply-chain security policies right.
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